PRIVACY POLICY
Adapted from ACOEM’s Privacy Statement

New England College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine (NECOEM) is committed to protecting the privacy of its members and other visitors to its web site. The privacy statement below describes how NECOEM acquires data from its web site and how this information is utilized responsibly and appropriately. NECOEM reserves the right to make changes to its site, policies, and conditions of use at any time. By visiting NECOEM’s web site at www.NECOEM.org, you accept these conditions, including any changes. Therefore, NECOEM encourages you to frequently re-read this privacy statement.

INFORMATION COLLECTED ON MEMBERS, VISITORS, AND NEW CUSTOMERS

Public Area Usage: The server for the NECOEM web site maintains a log file covering all visits to the site, including the IP address of each visitor’s computer. However, NECOEM does not collect any personal information from users visiting the public area of the web site anonymously. Only aggregate data, such as the number of URL hits/visits per page, are collected and maintained for internal use only. This is done through Google Analytics with the use of cookies.

When you create a contact record on the NECOEM web site or choose to interact with NECOEM’s web site in other ways, such as applying for membership, registering for an NECOEM conference/course, or subscribing to or purchasing an NECOEM product or service, NECOEM may collect additional personal information from you. Depending on the type of product or service, NECOEM may collect your name, company name, address, phone number, e-mail address and demographic information. By providing your contact information, you are voluntarily giving NECOEM permission to use your this data for the purposes of future NECOEM communications. Any personal information you provide through our contact pages is stored on our database and may be viewed by third parties such as administrators or web designers. NECOEM does not sell personal information to third parties vendors.

DISCLOSURE TO THIRD PARTIES

Online Directories: NECOEM shares name, address, e-mail, and other membership demographic information with other members and components within NECOEM. As a member of NECOEM, you will automatically be included in email and mail announcements unless you contact NECOEM and request to opt-out.

Other Disclosures:
On occasion, NECOEM may also provide limited data to third parties that offer products and services. NECOEM may also disclose your information on the basis of a good faith belief that disclosure is necessary to: 1) comply with legal requirements; 2) enforce the terms and conditions of use for the NECOEM web site; or 3) protect the personal safety of NECOEM personnel or members of the public.

NECOEM makes its list available for selected usages germane to the practice of medicine to make recipients aware of products and services of interest. These usages are approved in advance by the College. Members have the opportunity to remove their contact information from the file that we make available for these offers.

Cookies are small pieces of information stored by your browser on your computer and used to aid in navigation of the web site. NECOEM uses basic cookies to enhance user experience and website speed. NECOEM uses Google Analytics which uses cookies to keep track of site traffic.

HOW CAN YOU STOP RECEIVING E-MAILS FROM NECOEM – OPTING OUT

Emails coming from NECOEM have an opt-out link and users may unsubscribe at any time.

If you believe you have received an unsolicited e-mail from NECOEM, please forward a copy of that e-mail with your comments and/or questions to necoem@comcast.net

LINKS TO OTHER SITES

NECOEM’s web site at times includes links to other, external web sites, and NECOEM is not responsible for the privacy policies and practices for those other sites. If you visit any of those sites, you should consult their posted description of privacy policies and practices, if any. NECOEM’s policy limits listings to related non-profit medical organizations such as the American Association of Occupational Health Nurses, and related government policy or rule-making agencies such as the Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

QUESTIONS?

If you have any questions about this privacy statement or the practices of the NECOEM site, you can contact NECOEM at necoem@comcast.net, or call 978-373-5597.